CREATE AN INDOOR PLANT DISPLAY
WITH GARDEN TRADING
Capture a little bit of natural happiness for your interior spaces, whatever weather the season brings.
Make a #shelfie worthy indoor pot display using these tips from Garden Trading.

MULTIPLE LAYERS
Plant stands, shelving and bookcases lend
themselves naturally to plants and pots. Mix
in with books, candles and pictures for a pop
of life and colour that really lifts a display.

LOTS OF LEAVES
Use a variety of leave shapes to balance
texture, spread and height of your display.
Our stylists choose one or two simple colours
to make sure the focus is on the whole
display and the eye doesn’t just take in one
plant or another.

A MIDAS TOUCH
Adding in a spot of brass or galvanised steel
from a watering can, water mister or pot
will add additional interest and break up the
plants to allow them space to breathe.

TOTAL TEXTURE
Use textured pots which create an individual
look thanks to unique glazes that create oneoff finishes. These add character and mimic
the imperfectly perfect beauty of nature.

GOOD GROUPING
Sometimes we think plants are strictly for
pots, but bowls and bottles are a lovely way
of adding height and width to make your
plants go further. Add wispy single stems
to bottles, and multiple succulents to bowls
then group different height containers to
keep the eye interested throughout the
whole display.

Large Positano Pot in Stone, £9.00 | Large Sorrento Bottle in Sage, £9.00 | Small Sorrento Pot in Stone, £3.00
Large Castello Bowl in Stone, £10.00 | Small Castello Bottle in Foliage Green, £4.00 | Small Positano Pot in Foliage Green, £3.00
Small Sorrento Bottle in Sage, £5.00 | Large Castello Bottle in Stone, £9.00 | Sorrento Bowl in Sage, £7.00

Contact our press team for samples, images and caption information.
Or alternatively visit us on press loft.

